
Criminal Law  

WHAT IS A CRIME 1 (CONCEPT MAP 1)  
- Criminal law has to do with crimes and punishment 

- Defines certain forms of conduct as crimes 

- Provides for punishment 

- Criminal law determines liability and punishment for a crime

- Which requires proof of: conduct, causation, unlawfulness, criminal capacity and 

fault (intent or negligence) 


Only punishable/held liable if a crime has been committed: 


1. Conduct (can also be omission) 


2. Causation (a causal relationship between your conduct and the unlawful 
outcome) 


3. Unlawfulness (not necessarily consider circumstances but the outcome - was 
the outcome unlawful?) If there is a grounds of justification (necessity, self 
defence, authority) the action is not unlawful 


4. Criminal capacity (children under 10 cannot be held liable, 10-14 determined by 
psychiatrist, 14-18 treated as adults but the legal procedure differs) Does the 
person understand WHAT he has done and what the CONSEQUENCES thereof 
are?


5. Fault (intent/negligence) 


ONLY if all 5 are present a crime has been committed 


WHAT IS A CRIME 2 (CONCEPT MAP 2)  

WHY DO WE PUNISH?  

1. Inflict suffering


2. Exacting revenge


3. Express societal condemnation 


4. Prevent crime (deterrent value) 


5. Rehabilitate the criminal 


6. Achieve restorative justice (works best on youthful offenders, discussion 
between victim, perpetrator and all those affected) 


(all linked in some way) 
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CRIMINALISATION  

Defining certain forms of conduct as crime. Because: 


We want to protect values and interests (which are all advanced by application of 
criminal law)  such as: 


(a) Human rights (right to life, right to property, right to bodily integrity)


(b) Individual autonomy and responsibility 


(c) Public welfare (which risks paternalism) 


(d) Maintenance of the government of the state (don’t want a risk to state security) 


(e) Morality (morals are NOT the law but they do shape the law)


CRIMINALISATION (CONCEPT MAP 3) 

- Process whereby a competent lawmaker such as parliament defines and 

prohibits certain kinds of conduct as a crime so as to express societal 
condemnation, sometimes to such a degree as to over-criminalise


- Crimes are certain kinds of conduct that are inherently bad and/or harmful 
according to the material definition (focuses on the conduct itself - why is it 
bad/harmful, etc) of a crime and for which the offender can be prosecuted and 
punished according to the procedural definition (a prosecutor can take the 
case to court, change the definition thereof, etc) of a crime


- Ascertained as a crime in terms of the common law (which originates from old SA 
legal sources) and statutory law (legislation)  which originates from parliament/the 
legislature


- Parliament may sometimes be inclined to over-criminalise with the effect of: 


• Lessening criminal law’s authority 


• Stigmatising individuals as criminals 


• Encouraging crime 


• Overloading the criminal justice system 

- Some common law crimes that aren’t crimes anymore: adultery, homosexuality, 

etc. 

- Common law cannot be added onto, the list is complete BUT when a definition of 

something needs to be defined legislation can be used 
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PUNISHMENT THEORIES (CONCEPT MAP 4)  
- Justify punishment of a crime 

- Such as: imprisonment, paying a fine, community service, suspended sentence 

and others


- Punishment with reference to punishment that is deserved (absolute or 
retributive theories) which focuses on appeasement or revenge and just desert 


- Punishment with reference to punishment that is socially beneficial (relative or 
utilitarian theories) which focuses on prevention or incapacitation, deterrence of 
the general public and the individual accused (less recidivism) and reform or 
rehabilitation which may facilitate restorative justice 


- Judges and magistrates take into account: seriousness of the crime, interests of 
society and the accused’s personal circumstances when applying punishment 
theories 


• Concept of retribution: to balance out the scales of justice 


• It’s not the punishment as such that deters people from committing a crime


Criticism of absolute or retributive theories 

- No chance of being re-incorporated into society

- Retrospective 


Criticism of relative and utilitarian theories 

- Misallocation of resources

- Easier to trick the system (manipulate psychiatrist) 

- Considers the future 

- When is someone rehabilitated/How long does it take?

- Overcrowding of criminal justice system 


RESTORATIVE JUSTICE  
- Initiated by victim, prosecutor or judge (usually) 

- Restorative justice is bringing the offender and the victim together around a table, 

along with supporters for each of them

- Offender must admit to offence (or elements of it) and listen to the victim. 

Expected to give an account of his/her actions in a truthful manner. Must 
acknowledge the harm done and agree to some form of restitution. 
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